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STUDY OF TRANSPORTATION OF PETROLEUM, OIL & 

LUBRICANTS (POL) OVER INDIAN RAILWAYS 
 

1.0  Introduction: 
 

1.1  Background 
 

Getting oil to market is a process that requires various transportation 

and storage technologies, usually referred to as “midstream”. Oil is often 

produced in remote locations away from where it is finally 

consumed, therefore transportation networks have been built to transport 

the crude oil to refineries where it is processed and to ship the refined products to 

where they will be consumed (like a retail outlet).  Storage facilities are used to 

balance supply and demand of oil and refined products. 

1.2 Transport Requirements for the Petroleum & Natural Gas  
 

In India, all the natural gas and a major part of petroleum and petroleum products 

are transported by pipelines. Even though some fraction of petroleum products 

are transported by rail, the amounts are insignificant compared with the amount 

of coal that needs to be moved, and therefore do not have much of an impact on 

the railway infrastructure required for movement of bulk commodities. The main 

intention for looking at the transport requirements for the petroleum and gas 

industry is to check the adequacy of the infrastructure particularly for gas to 

ensure that sufficient transport capacity is available for the power sector. 

Transportation for the petroleum industry covers the movement of crude oil from 

oil wells or ports to refineries, and the movement of petroleum products from 

refineries to the retail outlets. 

1.3 Crude Oil 
Crude Oil is moved either by pipeline or coastal shipping to the refinery 

depending on the location of the source. Crude from onshore oil fields is mainly 

transported through pipelines, while coastal ships are primarily used for moving 
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crude oil from offshore oil fields. Road and rail are not used in transporting the 

crude oil. The crude oil pipelines are in the North-Western and Eastern parts of 

the country, and most of the crude they carry is for the PSUs. 

1.4 Petroleum Products 
 

Petroleum products comprise Petrol, Diesel, ATF, Naphtha, Fuel Oil, Bitumen, 

LPG, lubricants and paraffin wax, petroleum coke etc. The movement of these 

products from refineries to retail outlets is carried out using the least cost mix of 

rail, coastal shipping, roads and pipelines. The primary movement of petroleum 

products, from refineries to depots is through pipelines, rail or coastal shipping. 

Broad industry projections suggest that movement of POL products by PSUs 

through Pipelines would be around 55%, Coastal- 15%, Rail- 24% and Road 5% 

by 2031-32. The secondary movement of petroleum products i.e. from depot to 

the retail outlet, viz. last mile is necessarily through roads, irrespective of the 

mode used for the primary movement. In comparison with rail and road, 

pipelines are considered much more economical.  
 

It is worthwhile to note that the share of pipelines in transportation of petroleum 

products by PSUs would increase substantially in future too. It may be inferred 

that on the whole pipelines would continue as the most preferred mode of 

transportation of petroleum products. Although Railways at present transport a 

major share of products, their percentage contribution is expected to decline 

primarily due to expansion of pipelines network.  
 

The consumption of petroleum products in May 2021 with a volume of 15.1 

MMT recovered to 98.5% of volume of 15.3 MMT in May 2020. Containment 

measures and local restrictions to contain the second wave of COVID-19 during 

the month restricted consumption. The products which registered a growth in the 

month of May 2021 were Diesel (HSD) 0.8%, Petrol (MS) 12.5%, Naphtha 

25.7%, Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF) 138.6%, Furnace Oil & Low Sulphur 

Heavy Stock (FO/LSHS) 0.2%, Lubes & Greases 67.3%, Light Diesel Oil (LDO) 
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9.0% and products categorised

products which registered de

Bitumen -10.0% and Pet coke 

-24.7% during May
 

1.5 Production of Petroleum Products
 

      Map of refineries along with production capacity (in MMTPA) is attached as 
annexure – I(A) & 

 

      Detail of production of petroleum products by refineries and fractionators during 

May 2021 is as under:
   

Products May 

(in Thousand 
Metric

LPG 

Naphtha 

MS 

ATF 

SKO 

HSD 

LDO 

Lubes 

FO 

LSHS 

Bitumen 

RPC (Pet- 
coke 

Others 

Total 

Source: Oil Companies, *Others include products like propylene, 
Benzene, Toluene, Xylene and Specialty solvents), Reformate

Carbon Black Feedstock, Waxes, Sulphur etc. LPG
spirit, ATF: Aviation turbine fuel, SKO: Superior kerosene oil, HSD: High speed diesel, 
LDO: Light Diesel Oil, FO: Furnace Oil, LSHS: Low Sulphur Heavy Stock,  
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9.0% and products categorised under “Others” category 23.1% while 

products which registered de-growth during the month

10.0% and Pet coke -38.0%. Kerosene (SKO) recorded a de

May-2021 as compared to May 2020.  

f Petroleum Products 

Map of refineries along with production capacity (in MMTPA) is attached as 
& I(B). 

Detail of production of petroleum products by refineries and fractionators during 

as under:- 

Production of Petroleum Products 

May  2021 

(in Thousand 
Metric Tonnes) 

1009 

1605 

3154 

750 

166 

8340 

64 

80 

632 

32 

371 

1029 

2696 

19928 

Source: Oil Companies, *Others include products like propylene, 
Benzene, Toluene, Xylene and Specialty solvents), Reformate, 

Carbon Black Feedstock, Waxes, Sulphur etc. LPG- Liquified petroleum gas, MS: Motor 
t, ATF: Aviation turbine fuel, SKO: Superior kerosene oil, HSD: High speed diesel, 

LDO: Light Diesel Oil, FO: Furnace Oil, LSHS: Low Sulphur Heavy Stock,  

952

6614

44

45
732

27

77

1018

2112

May 2021 
( in Thousand Metric Tonnes)
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under “Others” category 23.1% while the 

growth during the month were LPG -5.5%, 

38.0%. Kerosene (SKO) recorded a de-growth of 

Map of refineries along with production capacity (in MMTPA) is attached as 

Detail of production of petroleum products by refineries and fractionators during 

 

Source: Oil Companies, *Others include products like propylene, Solvents (Hexane, 

, Mineral Turpentine Oil, 
Liquified petroleum gas, MS: Motor 

t, ATF: Aviation turbine fuel, SKO: Superior kerosene oil, HSD: High speed diesel, 
LDO: Light Diesel Oil, FO: Furnace Oil, LSHS: Low Sulphur Heavy Stock,   

1536

2078

523

202

May 2021 
( in Thousand Metric Tonnes)

LPG

Naphtha

MS

ATF

SKO

HSD

LDO

Lubes

FO

LSHS

Bitumen

RPC (Pet-
coke)

Others
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1.6 Strategic Petroleum Reserves i
         

     Indian Strategic Petroleum Reserves 

responsible for maintaining the country's

wholly owned subsidiary of the Oil Industry Development Board (OIDB), which 

functions under the administrative control of the

Natural Gas.  
 

         
                                                                                     
 

      ISPRL maintains an emergency fuel store of total 5.33 MMT (million metric 

tons) of strategic

crude oil storages are at three underground locations 

in Mangalore, Visakhapatnam

located on the east and west coasts of

the refineries. These

crude oil and petroleum products with the oil companies and serve in response to 

external supply disru

India has overall reserve oil storage of 87 days.

 

      Two more such caverns will be set up

Rajasthan as part of the second phase.

storage facility in

approved. This would raise India's strategic reserve capacity to 12.33 million 

tonnes. Apart from this, 

facilities in second phase at
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Petroleum Reserves in India 

Indian Strategic Petroleum Reserves Limited (ISPRL)

responsible for maintaining the country's strategic petroleum reserves

subsidiary of the Oil Industry Development Board (OIDB), which 

functions under the administrative control of the Ministry of Petrol

       
                                                                                     (Photograph of Strategic Petrol

ISPRL maintains an emergency fuel store of total 5.33 MMT (million metric 

) of strategic crude oil enough to provide 10 days of consumption

crude oil storages are at three underground locations 

Visakhapatnam and Padur (Udupi, Karnataka). All these are 

the east and west coasts of India which are readily accessible to 

These strategic storages are in addition to the existing storages of 

crude oil and petroleum products with the oil companies and serve in response to 

external supply disruptions. Indian refiners maintain 65 days of crude storage, so 

India has overall reserve oil storage of 87 days. 

wo more such caverns will be set up Chandikhole

Rajasthan as part of the second phase.  In June 2018, construction of a new 

storage facility in Chandikhole and doubling the capacity at Padur

. This would raise India's strategic reserve capacity to 12.33 million 

tonnes. Apart from this, there are plans to expand more strategic crude oil 

facilities in second phase at Rajkot in Gujarat. 
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Limited (ISPRL) is an Indian company 

strategic petroleum reserves. ISPRL is a 

subsidiary of the Oil Industry Development Board (OIDB), which 

Ministry of Petroleum and 

 
(Photograph of Strategic Petroleum Reserve) 

ISPRL maintains an emergency fuel store of total 5.33 MMT (million metric 

enough to provide 10 days of consumption. Strategic 

crude oil storages are at three underground locations 

(Udupi, Karnataka). All these are 

which are readily accessible to 

are in addition to the existing storages of 

crude oil and petroleum products with the oil companies and serve in response to 

ptions. Indian refiners maintain 65 days of crude storage, so 

Chandikhole, Odisha and Bikaner in 

In June 2018, construction of a new 

d doubling the capacity at Padur has been 

. This would raise India's strategic reserve capacity to 12.33 million 

to expand more strategic crude oil 
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      Storage Capacity 
 

S.No. Location Capacity 
(in Million Tonnes) 

1 Vishakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh 1.33  

2 Mangalore, Karnataka 1.5  

3 Padur, Karnataka 2.5 

2.5 (under construction) 

4 Chandikhol, Odisha 4.0 (under construction) 

 
2.0 Means of Transport 
 

Oil is normally transported by one of four options: 

1. Railways 

2. Pipeline 

3. Truck 

4. Ship 

(1)Railways: Oil shipment by train has become a growing phenomenon as 

new oil reserves are identified across the globe. The relatively small capital costs 

and construction period make rail transport an ideal alternative to pipelines for 

long distance shipping. However speed, carbon emissions and accidents are some 

significant drawbacks to rail transport. 

(2)Pipeline: The most commonly used form of oil transportation is 

through oil pipelines. Pipelines are typically used to move crude oil from the 

wellhead to gathering and processing facilities and from there to refineries and 

tanker loading facilities. Pipelines require significantly less energy to operate 

than trucks or rail and have a lower carbon footprint. 

(3)Truck: While the most limited oil transportation method in terms 

of storage capacity, trucks have the greatest flexibility in potential destinations. 

Trucks are often the last step in the transportation process, 
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delivering oil and refined petroleum products to their intended storage 

destinations. 

(4) Ship: Where oil transport over land is not suitable, oil can be transported by ship. 

A typical 30,000-barrel tank barge can carry the equivalent of 45 rail tank cars at 

about one-third the cost. Compared to a pipeline, barges are cheaper by 20-35%, 

depending on the route. Tank barges traditionally carry petrochemicals 

and natural gas feed stocks to chemical plants. The drawbacks are typically speed 

and environmental concerns. 
 

     While there are various transportation options for oil, the decision of which 

method to use usually comes down to cost and location.  Short distance 

transportation is usually done by feeder or distribution pipelines and, in some 

cases, trucks.  When land routes are unavailable, tankers are the only option for 

delivering oil to market. Short distance transport is achieved using railway, 

trucks, or pipelines. Trucks are less efficient than other methods, but their 

particular advantage is that they provide direct travel from the source to the 

destination.  Direct transportation is also a benefit of pipelines and tankers.  
 

      In the near future, it can be expected that these transportation methods will 

continue to be used, unless a radically new method of transportation is found. 

Therefore, most of the technology development in oil transportation methods is 

aimed at reducing emissions, increasing efficiency, or preventing spills and 

leaks. 

2.1 Oil Transport by Railways 
 

Petroleum and other Inflammable Liquids  

Petroleum and other inflammable liquids, that is to say, mixture of liquids or 

liquids containing solids in solution or suspension which give off inflammable 

vapour which in suitable concentration in air is capable of ignition when exposed 

momentarily to a source of ignition, deemed to be dangerous goods under the 
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Railways Act, 1989 (24 of 1989). And also Gases, compressed, liquefied or 

dissolved under pressure are deemed to be dangerous goods. 

 

Rules for carriage in tank wagons 

Design and Marking:  

1. The design of the pressure vessel constituting the tank wagons and its fittings 

shall conform to the requirements laid down in Static and Mobile Pressure 

Vessels (Unfired) Rules, 1981. 

 

2. The pressure vessel constituting the tank wagons shall have a metal plate 

permanently fixed to it showing the following particulars which shall be visible 

from the ground level, namely: 

 

a) Manufacturer's name and identification marks. 

b) The standard or code to which the vessel is fabricated. 

c) Official stamp of the Inspector. 

d) Design pressure in Kg per square cm. 

e) Hydrostatic test pressure in Kg per square cm.  

f) Date of initial hydro test and the subsequent dates.  

g) Water capacity in cubic meter.  

h) Gas capacity in tonnes, if filled with liquefiable gas. 

i) Name or chemical symbol of the gas. 

 
 

2.2 POL Sidings: 
 

      List of POL siding is attached as Annexure-II 
 
       

      All components of POL siding/ depot are designed and maintained as per OISD 

standards.   
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1. Proper connection of the filling hose or loading arm to the wagon so that 

leakages are avoided. 

 

2. The loading / unloading operation is carried out under close supervision of 

authorized person. 

 

3. Loading gantry area including areas below railway tracks is paved for smooth 

draining and collection of spillages into drains. 

 

4. A network of drainage system is provided along the rail track to collect oil 

drained from various equipments at gantry areas, pump houses etc. They also 

collect surface drains from places where oil spillages are likely to occur. The 

drainage leads to Oily Water Sewer (OWS) / Effluent Treatment Plant (ETP) as 

per the case. 

 

5. Open drains along the railway line/gantry are covered with gratings so as not to 

endanger movement of personnel. 

 

6. Main railway track is isolated from wagon gantry siding. 

 

7. Loading points have quick shut-off valves to avoid the leakage. 

 

8. Roads are provided to serve all areas requiring access for the operation, 

maintenance and fire fighting, 
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3.0 Type of Tank Wagons  

       

     Tank wagons form a special class of non-pooled rolling stock. They are classified 

according to the product carried by the tank and its design.  Tank wagons fall in 

the following categories: 

 Tanks as pressure vessels. 

 Tanks for corrosive liquids. 

 Tanks for petrol and other highly inflammable products. 

 Tanks for middle distillates of petroleum and others products. 

      

    

(Photograph of BTPN Wagon) 

 

Details of various type of tank wagons is given in Annexure-III 

3.1 Constructional Details of Tank Wagons 
         

A. Under frame: The design of the under frame of eight wheeled wagon is generally 

similar to that of other IRS wagons except that a pair of saddles is provided on 

the under frame at each end for mounting the barrel.  

 

B. Barrel and saddles: The barrel is cylindrical vessel generally fabricated out of 

low carbon structure steel to IS:2062 Fe 410CuW. The barrel is placed 

longitudinally on the under frame and secured by means of rivets to the saddle. 

The saddle is welded on under frame at each end. 
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     Material Specification 
 

S.No. Type of wagon Cylindrical Portion Dished end 

1 Ammonia tank wagon type TAL 
BTAL BTALN 

Steel.toBS:1501224Gr.32AT 
50ASTM-516Gr-70 

Steel to BS:1501-224Gr.32 A 
LT 50 ASTM516 Gr.-70 

2 Chlorine tank wagon type LCT Steel To BS: 1501-157 Gr C   
Colvilles Coltuff 28 

Steel To BS:1501-157 Gr C 
Colovilles Clotuff 28 

3 Liquified petroleum gas tank 
wagon type 
TLGL,BTPGL,BTPGLN 

Steel to BS: 1501-224Gr32 A LT 
30 ASTM-516 Gr. 70 

Steel to BS: 1501-224Gr32 A 
LT 30 ASTM-516 Gr. 70 

4 Sulphuric acid tank TSA & 
MBTSA 

Steel  to IS 2062 St. 42 WC Steel to IRS:M 30/IS:3747 

5 Petrol tank wagons type TPR 
TPR/A,MBTPX &MBTPZ 

---do--  ---do-- 

6 Oil tank wagon type TORX  ---do-- ---do-- 

7 Heavy oil tank wagon  TORX  ---do-- ---do-- 

8 Bitumen tank wagon type TBT ---do-- ---do-- 

9 Coaltar  tank wagon type TR ---do-- ---do-- 

10 Petrol tank wagon type TR& 
MBTP 

Steel to IS:2062 St. 42 WC ---do-- 

11 Oil tank Wagon type TO ---do-- ---do-- 

12 Oil tank wagon type MBTOX ---do--- ---do-- 

13 Caustic soda tank wagon type 
TCS,BTCS 

Steel. to IS: 2062 St. 42 WC Steel. to IS: 2062 St. 42 WC 

14 Hydrochloric acid tank wagon 
type THA 

---do--- ---do--- 

15 Molasses tank wagon type TM & 
MBTM 

---do--- ---do--- 

16 Tank wagon for phosphoric acid ASTM A 240 55 316L ASTM A 240 55 316L 

 

C. Barrel mountings and safety Fittings: Various types of barrel mountings are 

necessary for filling, measuring and decanting depending upon the product 

handled. Safety fittings are generally provided inside the dome on a diaphragm 

plate so as to protect them from accidental injury. 
 

D. Safety valve: The safety valve is provided to prevent building up of excess 

pressure inside the barrel. It’s fitting on the barrel is either on the diaphragm 

plate inside the dome or on a separate opening on the barrel.  
 

E. Relief valve: It is a spring loaded valve fitted on the barrel of tanks for corrosive 

liquids.  Its main function is to release built up pressure, if it exceed the working 

pressure limit.   
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F. Compressed air valve: It is provided on tank wagons from which the contents are 

unloaded by compressed air. Its main function is to control the rate of discharge 

by controlling the rate of air admission. 
 

G. Vapour extractor cock: Its function is to extract vapour from the tank while 

filling. 
 

H. Master valve assembly: It is a gravity discharge valve fitted with a hand wheel 

in the dome for manual operation. 
 

3.2 Periodicity of Overhauling of Tank Wagons 
 

The periodical overhauling of IRS tank wagons is carried out in fully equipped 

mechanical workshops. The periodicity of POH (IRCA Part III Rule 2.4.3) is 

given below in Table:- 
 

Periodicity of Overhauling 

S. No. Type of Wagon For 1st  POH For subsequent 
POH 

1 4 wheeler tank wagons  4 years 3-1/2 years 

2 Tanks for liquid chlorine and hydrochloric 

acid, type TCL/THA 

2 years 2 years 

3 Tanks for liquids ammonia type 

TAL,TPGLR 

2-1/6 years 2-1/6 years 

4 Tanks for petroleum gas BTAL, 

BTALN,BTPGL,BTPGLN 

4 years 4 years 

5 BTPN 6 years 6 years 

 

A. Interior Examination of Tank Barrels: No person is allowed to enter the tank 

barrel for internal examination/repair unless the barrel is free from noxious or 

inflammable fumes. Therefore, before internal inspection of barrel is allowed, it 

is steam cleaned/washed with solution of sodium phosphate commercial or soda 

ash, washed with water or other suitable cleaning agent as prescribed in case of 

various types of tank barrels. 
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B.  Steam Cleaning of Tank Barrels: The tank(s) requiring steam cleaning are 

placed as near the steam supply line as possible and protected against any 

movement.  The berthing siding is completely isolated from all other traffic. 

Tanks as pressure vessels, tanks for petroleum, other highly inflammable 

products, vegetable oils, bitumen, coal tar and molasses are cleaned by steam. In 

case of pressure vessels, it has to be ensured that all the gas has been discharged 

to the atmosphere.  
 

(a) Ammonia Tank Barrel: Tank barrel is filled with water and specimen of the 

same is taken in a clean glass bottle since ammonia is readily soluble in water. 

The specimen of water is tested for any traces of ammonia with red litmus paper.  

Any trace of ammonia in water would turn red litmus blue. If ammonia is 

detected, tank barrel is emptied out and refilled with fresh water.   This process is 

repeated till the tank barrel is free from ammonia traces completely. 
 

(b) Chlorine Tank Wagons:  Tank barrel is filled with water and specimen of the 

same is taken in a clean glass bottle. Since chlorine is readily soluble in water, 

specimen of water taken out is tested for any traces of chlorine.  Any trace of 

chlorine in water would have a bleaching effect on coloured litmus paper.  If 

chlorine is present, the tank is repeatedly emptied and refilled with fresh water 

till free from chlorine traces completely. 
 

(c) LPG Tank Wagons: A clean bottle filled with fresh water is lowered through 

the manhole. A string is attached to the bottom of the bottle before lowering. Tilt 

the bottle at the bottom of the tank to allow its water to flow out and the gas in 

the tank to take its place.  The bottle is left in this position for about 5 minutes 

and then withdrawn away from the tank.  A lighted match stick is then be 

brought near the mouth of the bottle or applied to the air.  If there is no flame the 

tank is free from injurious gas.  But, in case it gives out a flame, the tank has to 

be again steam cleaned. 
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      Barrel Test Pressure 
 

      The testing pressure for different types of wagons is given in the following 

table:- 

Description Mech.Code Hydraulic test pressure 

Chlorine tanks TCL 43.7 Kg/cm2(623 lbs/sq.in) 

Ammonia tank TAL, BTAL, BTALN 56.23Kg/ cm2 (800 lbs/sq.in) 

LPG tank TPGL/TPGLR, BTPGL, BTPGLN 23.7 Kg/Cm2 (337 lbs/sq.in) 

      

      Pressure Gauge 

      In view of the possibility of pilferage/damage, the pressure gauge is fitted only 

when required at the time of filling or discharging, or when the pressure is to be 

checked enroute. It is removed before releasing the tank wagon.   
 

3.3 Precautions to be taken at Loading and Unloading Points (Tanks as 

Pressure Vessels) 
 

1) The tank wagons are loaded/ unloaded under supervision of a responsible and 

competent person and all precautions are taken by him to see that the persons 

engaged in the filling/discharging operations are properly protected against the 

poisonous gas contaminated atmosphere.   

2) The loading or unloading shall be done in a well protected place away from any 

source of spark, naked light, etc. 

3) No person shall smoke or take a naked light, matches or other articles of 

inflammable/explosive in nature near empty or loaded tank wagons. 

4) Care shall be taken to avoid the spilling of LPG/Ammonia over the tank. 

5) The tank wagon shall not be loaded beyond its Permissible Carrying Capacity 

(PCC) and the filling valves shall be closed as soon as the magnetic liquid valve 

gauge shows the requisite level or Weigh Bridge shows the limiting load. 
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6) The tank wagon being loaded/unloaded is placed in position and secured 

properly against any movement. The handbrakes are put on and hand brake lever 

secured in that position. 

7) Shunting of any kind of the tank under loading/unloading is strictly prohibited.  

8) Points leading to loading/unloading line on which the tank is to be 

loaded/unloaded is set and pad locked so as to isolate the line on which 

loading/unloading is to be done.  If loading/unloading is to be done at one end of 

a long siding, it is protected properly by a scotch block or other authorized 

device so as to prevent any wagon dashing against the tank wagon.   

9) Signs are exhibited at a suitable distance away from the tanks on the approach 

end or both ends as applicable.  

10) The tank wagon is not to be loaded beyond its marked capacity under any 

circumstances. 

11) On completion of filling operation, the valves are properly closed and dome 

cover sealed.   

 
4.0 POL Traffic on Indian Railways 
 

 

POL is one of major commodity carried by Indian Railways. Total freight loading in 

year 2019-20 was 1212.22 million tonnes   in a year 2019-20 (as per IR Year Book) 

out of which, share of  Minerals oil (POL) loading  was 44.68 million tonnes.  POL 

is being charged at class rate – 180 for train load and at a class rate 180A for wagon 

load on permissible carrying capacity for tank wagon which will remain permissible 

cc as derived from calibration chart issued by CTCC (Central Tank wagon 

Calibration Committee). If calibration chart is not issued the chargeable weight will 

be stenciled carrying capacity of tank wagon. During last ten years (from 2010-11 to 

2019-20), details of originating traffic of Mineral oil (POL) is as under:-   
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4.1Revenue Loading of Mineral
     (from 2010-11 to 201
     

Year 

2010-11 

2011-12 

2012-13 

2013-14 

2014-15 

2015-16 

2016-17 

2017-18 

2018-19 

2019-20 

                                                                                                          

It is observed from the above table that percentage of POL to total goods traffic 

has varied between 3.52% to 4.

variation in the year 2015

17 and 2018-19. 
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Loading of Mineral Oil (POL) traffic on Indian Railways 
to 2019-20)  

Tonnes Carried  
(in Millions tonnes) 

Absolute variation over 
previous year

39.29 0.41 

39.77 0.48 

40.61 0.84 

41.16 0.55 

41.10 -0.06 

43.24 2.14 

42.42 -0.82 

43.11 0.69 

43.01 -0.10 

44.68 1.67 

                                                                                                          (Source: IR year Books)

It is observed from the above table that percentage of POL to total goods traffic 

between 3.52% to 4.26%. There is a substantial increase in absolute 

variation in the year 2015-16 & 2019-20 and decrease in the year 2014
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traffic on Indian Railways  

Absolute variation over 
year 

Percentage to 
Total 

4.26% 

4.10% 

4.03% 

3.91% 

3.75% 

3.93% 

3.83% 

3.72% 

3.52% 

3.70% 

(Source: IR year Books) 

It is observed from the above table that percentage of POL to total goods traffic 

a substantial increase in absolute 

and decrease in the year 2014-15, 2016-
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4.2 Revenue Earning of Mineral O
(from 2010-1

      

Year 
(Rs. in Crores)

2010-11 
2011-12 
2012-13 
2013-14 
2014-15 
2015-16 
2016-17 
2017-18 
2018-19 
2019-20 

      It is observed from the above table that percentage of POL to total goods traffic

earning has variation between 4.59% to 5.84%. There 

in POL traffic in 2012

there substantial downfall 
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Revenue Earning of Mineral Oil (POL) traffic on Indian Railways
11 to 2019-20) 

Earnings 
(Rs. in Crores) 

Absolute variation over 
previous year 

3353.77 
3623.64 
4717.86 
5343.95 
5515.66 
5926.97 
5686.78 
5668.16 
5631.62 
5928.06 

It is observed from the above table that percentage of POL to total goods traffic

has variation between 4.59% to 5.84%. There was

in POL traffic in 2012-13 in comparison to previous year i.e. 2011

there substantial downfall is noticed in years 2016-17, 2017
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traffic on Indian Railways  

Absolute variation over 
 

Percentage to 
Total 

164.76 5.53% 
269.87 5.35% 

1094.22 5.65% 
629.09 5.84% 
171.71 5.35% 
411.31 5.54% 

-240.19 5.57% 
-18.62 4.99% 
-36.54 4.59% 
296.44 5.32% 

     (Source: IR Year book) 

It is observed from the above table that percentage of POL to total goods traffic 

was a remarkable variation 

year i.e. 2011-12. However, 

17, 2017-18 and 2018-19. 
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5.0 Analysis of Claim cases pertaining to 
 

      An analysis of claim amount paid towards number of cases settled during last 10 

years (2009-10 to 2018

traffic is given below

 POL Claims position last 10 years (2009

Zonal Railway wise

CR 
ER 
NR 

NER 

NFR 

SR 

SER 

WR 

SCR 

ECR 

NWR 

ECoR 

NCR 

SECR 

SWR 

WCR 

TOTAL 

      

54.67

139.47

17.24

136.26

47.54
80.36

3.85

5.53

0

0
16.79

81.66

Amount (in Lakhs)
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Analysis of Claim cases pertaining to POL traffic (from 

An analysis of claim amount paid towards number of cases settled during last 10 

10 to 2018-19), Railway wise and year wise 

below:- 

POL Claims position last 10 years (2009-10 to 2018

Zonal Railway wise No. of cases Amount (in Lakhs)
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(Source: http://www.claims.indianrail.gov.in/rpt_goods_comp.htm
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from 2009-10 to 2018-19) 

An analysis of claim amount paid towards number of cases settled during last 10 

, Railway wise and year wise pertaining to POL 

10 to 2018-19) 

Amount (in Lakhs) 

24.62 
186.94 
1628.1 

54.67 

139.47 

17.24 

136.26 

47.54 

80.36 

3.85 

5.53 

0 

0 

16.79 

81.66 

3.73 

2426.76 

http://www.claims.indianrail.gov.in/rpt_goods_comp.htm) 
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     6.0 Impact of Electric Vehicles on Oil and Gas Industry in  India 
 

      India will continue to rely on petrol and diesel for running automobiles and will 

need to expand its oil refining capacity by 80 per cent to meet the demand for the 

fuel in near future. Through EV is a priority but the incremental requirement of 

fuel will have to be met through a combination of (ultra-clean) BS-VI grade 

petrol and diesel, CNG and bio fuels alongside EVs. Barely world's third-largest 

energy consumer, India needs would need a combination of cleaner diesel and 

petrol, compressed natural gas (CNG), bio fuels and electric vehicles (EVs) for 

meeting its transportation needs. Development of EV infrastructure and 

popularizing through policy support would happen, at the same time a road map 

has to be provided in terms of the role of all other transportation solutions. While 

the country has sufficient capacity to refine crude oil and convert it into fuel such 

as petrol and diesel, there will be a need to raise it to meet the future requirement. 
 

      Current domestic refining capacity is about of 250 million tonnes per annum. 

Recent studies have pointed out that even with an aggressive EV rollout plan, 

India would need 450 million tonne of refining capacity (by 2040). Unless due  

attention is paid to this demand growth, in another few years, we may have to 

start importing refined products along with crude. Also, anyone investing in the 

refinery would need reasonable assurance that there will be demand for the 

economic life of the investment. 
 

      Niti Aayog has proposed that after 2030, only electric vehicles should be sold in 

India. Niti Aayog had earlier suggested that only EV (three-wheelers and two-

wheelers) with an engine capacity of up to 150CC should be sold from 2025 

onwards. India's energy consumption is projected to grow at 4.2 per cent per 

annum up to 2035, faster than all major economies of the world and the country's 

share of total global primary energy demand is set to roughly double to about 11 

per cent by 2040, driven by strong economic development. 
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      Renewable power as a source of energy is getting cheaper and it is the fastest 

source of energy both globally and in India. India will, however, need to deal 

with volatility in the energy market due to geopolitics. The increase in the 

supply-demand gap in the energy sector is inevitable and will lead to greater 

innovations and investments in the ongoing energy transition. 
 

      As India aspires to become a USD 5 trillion economy by 2024, capital outlay 

plan in the coming years across a number of areas, such as refinery upgradation 

& increasing retail outlets. 
  

      Many factors will come to play when one looks at a scenario of 100 per cent EV 

mobility in the future. These include development of efficient power storage 

system; battery technology and dependence on imported Lithium and Cobalt; 

charging infrastructure and mode of electricity generation for EVs. Besides, the 

economic and environmental benefits of EVs are to be weighed vis-a-vis oil and 

gas industry and the impact on jobs created by this industry. Hence in future too, 

POL likely to continue as fuel for transportation & other uses though with 

reduced share. 
 

 7.0 CONCLUSSION  

      Based on discussions as above, the following conclusions are made which should 

be helpful in planning and management of POL Traffic in Indian Railways.  
 

1. India’s economic growth is closely related to energy demand; therefore, the need 

for oil and gas is projected to grow more, thereby making the sector quite 

conducive for further growth of POL Traffic.  
 

2. Several policies have been adopted to fulfill the increasing demand. The 

government has allowed 100 per cent Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in many 

segments of the sector, including natural gas, petroleum products, and refineries, 

among others. Therefore, it will boost the demand of transportation of POL 
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traffic in future. Indian Railways will need to be ready to meet this demand by 

increasing infrastructure & rolling stock investments.  
 

3. POL  Sidings:- 

 

(a) The POL traffic is majorly handled at sidings. POL sidings are being operated 

through Gantry system. The wagons are loaded through hose pipe attached to 

the master valve of the wagon. Waste water collection system with oil-water 

separator system should be available at the sidings.  

(b)  Proper fire fighting system should be available and in working condition at all 

POL sidings.  

(c) Sidings shall have paved approach roads with adequate traffic carrying 

capacity. The existing haul roads which are in bad condition should be 

repaired and maintained. 

(d)  All components of POL siding/ depot should be designed and maintained as 

per Oil Industry Safety Directorate (OISD) standards. 

(e) Loading of POL should be carried out by Silos or Batch Weighing Systems.  
 

4. Tank Wagons:- 

(a) Higher capacity wagons have been adopted to support higher axle-load 

with better-designed bogies. The screw couplings, which had limitations 

on the trailing-load that could be hauled, have been replaced by a central 

buffer coupler (CBC), to enable the hauling of heavier load. Additionally, 

the antiquated plain bearings on the wheels have been replaced by roller 

bearings for fewer breakdowns and smoother runs.  

(b) The lower axle load and lower payload to tare weight ratio restricts quantity 

hauled. Upgradation of rail Tank wagons ( higher axle load , better tare to pay- 

load by shifting away from carbon steel to stainless steel and aluminum/ other 

light- weight bodies, increased payload wagons, better maintenance cycles, 
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etc) should be done. Current axle load ranging from 20-23 tonnes needs to be 

increased to 25 tonnes axle load for hauling more quantity/rake.  

(c) The general idea is to modernize the IR to carry heavier loads at higher 

speeds to enhance throughput on all routes and drastically reduce the cost 

of operation by clocking higher asset productivity. 

 

5. Indian Railways has yet to evolve a culture of generating its strategies rooted in 

an understanding of the customer. For this, segmenting the market on key 

dimensions would be essential. 

 

6. Indian Railways needs to change perspective of looking at the traffic. We must 

view traffic along with their clients as partners. There is a need for client based 

strategies. Only then, we will be able to face challenges from other mode of 

transport & enhance revenue loading. 

 

 

******* 
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Annexure – I(A) 
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Annexure- I(B) 
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Annexure-II 

List of POL Private Sidings  
 

Zonal Railway Name of the private siding selected Code of the 
private siding 

Commodity handled 

Existing Sidings 

NWR Reliance Industries Ltd MRIK  POL 

NER Indian Oil Corporation Ltd, LKU LIOC POL 

NER Bharat Petrolium Corpn Ltd, GDK BPCG POL 

NER Bharat Petrolium Corpn Ltd, BALR BPOB POL 

NFR IndianOil Refinery Siding, Noonmati IRPN POL 

NFR POL Siding (MG), RMR POLA POL 

NFR BPCL, NJP BPCK POL 

NFR Indian Oil Corporation, MLFC  ISMC POL(MS,HSD, K.Oil) 

NFR Numaligarh Refinery Siding, NMGS NMGS POL 

SCR BPC, IBP Ltd. Siding,Cherlapalli  BPCL Inward - POL 

WCR BPCL Siding Bhitoni  PLBG POL 

WR BPCL, MGG BPMG  POL 

WR RRT, KNLS  PRTK POL 

WR Essar Oil, Modpur  MEOM  POL 

ECoR IOC siding, Khurda Road  IOK Petroleum 

SWR Hindustan Petroleum Corporation  HPCH POL 

CR Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd. at Uran MBPP POL 

CR Indion Oil Tanking Ltd. Siding at Jasai Chirle MIOJ POL 

CR Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd.  BPCL  POL 

ECR BPCL Siding Mugalsarai  BPCM Oil  

ECR BPCL Siding Narayanpur Anant  BPNA  Oil 

ECR HPCL Siding Ranchi Road PHLR  Oil 

ER Indian Oil Corporation, Budge Budge  MICB POL 

ER HPCL & BPCL Siding, Budge Budge  MHBS  POL 

ER IOC siding, Rajbandh  IOCR POL 

NR IOCL, Bahauli  ICB  POL, Naptha, HSD, 
SKO, ATF 

NR HPCL, Asaudah  HPCA  O/W=POL, I/W=LPG 

SR Irupanam PCL Siding  BPCI  POL 

SR IOC Siding   TNPS POL 

SR Irupanam LPG Siding  ERNS  POL 

NCR IOC Siding, Bad    IOCG  POL 

NCR IOC Siding, Panki    IOPK  POL 

NCR Gangaganj Bottling Plant, Panki  LPGK LPG 

NEW SIDINGS 

NWR Indira Gandhi Super Thermal Power Project  MIGK Coal & POL 

NWR Jhajjar Power Ltd.  MJPJ Coal & POL 

NWR Guru Govind Singh Refinery Project,HPCL- Mittal 
Energy Ltd. 

HMEL All type of petroleum 
Product 

NFR NRL, RNI  NRSR POL 

WR IOC-BOD   IOBD POL 

SR POL Sdg for Hindustan Petroleum Corpn  AIPH  POL 
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Annexure-III 

Details of Tank Wagons 

S.No. Type of 
Tank 

Wagon 

Maximum 
axle load 
(Tonnes) 

Tare weight 
(Tonnes) 

Pay load 
(Tonnes) 

Gross 
weight 

(Tonnes) 

No. of 
wagons per 

Train 

Speed  
(Loaded/ Empty 

in Kmph.) 

1 BTAL 20.32 49.26 32 81.26 33 65/65 

2 BTALM 20.32 49.251 32.029 81.28 33 65/65 

3 BTALN 20.32 49.13 32.13 81.26 33 65/65 

4 BTAP 20.32 27.319 53.961 81.28 47 NA 

5 BTCS 20.32 26 55.28 81.28 58 65/65 

6 BTFLN 20.32 23.33 57.95 81.28 47 NA 

7 BTO 20.32 27.28 54 81.28 43 75/75 

8 BTPGL 20.32 43.5 37.6 81.28 30 80/90 

9 BTPGLN   20.32/19.80 41.6 37.6 79.2 31 75/80 

10 BTPN 20.32 27 54.28 81.28 47 75/80 

11 TAL 16.3 24.38 8.13 32.51 69 75/75 

12 TALR 15.62 20.573 10.668 31.241 69 75/75 

13 TBT 16.25 13 19.5 32.5 81 75/75 

14 TCL 16.3 17.78 14.22 32 81 75/75 

15 TCLR 16.25 15.5 17 32.5 81 75/75 

16 TCS 16.25 11.682 20.818 32.5 81 75/75 

17 THA 16.256 12.735 19.778 32.513 81 75/75 

18 TM 16.256 10.753 21.76 32.513 81 75/75 

19 TO 16.3 13.9 18.61 32.51 71 75/75 

20 TOH 16.256 11.242 21.271 32.513 81 75/75 

21 TOHT 16.25 12.45 20 32.5 85 75/75 

22 TORX 16.25 12.1 20.4 32.5 71 75/75 

23 TP 16.3 12.85 17.53 30.48 71 75/75 

24 TPGL 16.25 20.66 11.84 32.5 61 75/75 

25 TPGLR 16.25 18.2 14.3 32.5 61 75/75 

26 TPR 16.25 11.84 20.66 32.5 71 75/75 

27 TPRC 16.3 11.6 21 32.6 74 75/75 

28 TPRT 16.3 11.9 20.7 32.6 74 75/75 

29 TR 16.257 10.8 21.714 32.514 81 75/75 

30 TSA 16.256 11.682 20.831 32.513 81 75/75 
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